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Cooper&Hunter is to Exhibit Variety of Ductless Mini Split Air Conditioners
at 2017 AHR Expo (Booth N12131)
LAS VEGAS, Jan. 30, 2017 – Cooper&Hunter, a globally acclaimed manufacturer of a wide range of
HVAC equipment, is presenting the most popular ductless mini split air conditioners that come with
proven sales success, as well as new equipment just launched or to be launched in 2017.
Anticipating the 2017 AHR Expo, the CEO of Comfortside LLC Marat Terchiev stated: “We
consistently provide our customers with first-rate service, and Cooper&Hunter stands behind the
products with 7-year warranty for compressors and 5-year warranty for parts. In addition, we offer
competitive pricing for distributors to ensure that they successfully sell C&H products.”
Some of the most popular products this year include:
1. Victoria series — optimal heat pump solution (single and multi zone)
- Energy Star certified single-zone heat pump wall-type mini-splits with up to 22 SEER
- Multi-zone units (up to 5 zones) - wall mount, ceiling cassette, slim duct, mini floor console and
universal floor/ceiling.
2. Sophia Series — heat pump solution with additional features (single and multi zone)
- Energy Star certified
- Wi-Fi ready
- GoldFin anti-corrosion coating
- Single zone wall-type mini splits with up to 22.8 SEER
NEW to 2017 Sophia series multi-zone units: wall mount, ceiling cassette, slim duct, mini floor
console and universal floor/ceiling.
Sophia series units can work under low ambient temperatures up to -13 °F.
3. Karolina Series — our most advanced and beautifully designed heat pump single zone
- Energy Star certified
- Wi-Fi
- GoldFin anti-corrosion coating
- Active carbon and silver ion filters
- High SEER rating - up to 27 SEER
4. Mobile solutions and monoblocks without separate outdoor units:
NEW to 2017: innovative slim monoblock air conditioner with easy installation that does not require
an HVAC technician
- PTAC NEW to 2017: models both with Heat Pump and Heat Strip, GoldFin anti-corrosion coating
with 10 years warranty, remote control included
- Portable air conditioners
- TTW
- Dehumidifiers
About Cooper&Hunter: For more than 20 years, Cooper&Hunter have offered a full range of air
conditioning products to HVAC distributors in more than 30 countries. During last 10 years
COOPER&HUNTER equipment has become very popular all over the world. The number of products yielded
under the brand C&H (COOPER&HUNTER) is measured in millions of items now and the C&H itself has

become a mark of quality and reliability of HVAC equipment. The company’s goal has always been to give the
customers the best quality air conditioners for an affordable price. Headquartered in Miami, Florida,
Comfortside LLC is an exclusive master dealer of Cooper&Hunter in USA and Canada.
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